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Say hello to
SnüzPod2®
SnüzPod2® is the multi award-winning
3 in 1 bedside crib from Snüz that allows
you to sleep safely, feed easily and be
closer. From birth to 6 months.

Three cribs in one ...

 Bedside

 Lift-off Bassinet

Bringing you closer

 Stand-alone

The benefits of
bedside cribs

99 Safe alternative to co-sleeping
99 Comfort, feed and bond,
being close to your baby
99 Ease of breast-feeding
99 No need to leave your
bed during the night
99 Ideal for c-section mums
99 Keep baby in your bedroom
for the first six months, as
recommend by experts

3 in 1 Bedside Crib...

 Bedside
Stay close to your baby and
feed throughout the night
without leaving the bed.
Height
adjustable
35cm - 58cm

Zip-Safe Mesh Wall
TM

99 Easy access during the night
Attaches to
your bed
(straps included)

99 Transparent mesh allows you to see
your baby at all times

 Zip down to easily comfort and feed
 Zip up to create a four-walled crib - safe

for baby and away from parents bedding



Fits divan and framed beds



 Lift-off Bassinet
Ideal for daytime naps around
the home or away, allowing you
to keep your baby’s familiar
sleeping environment.
Simply
lifts off

Vented
base

 Stand-alone
Use SnüzPod2® as a stand-alone
crib, with a gentle rocking stand
and handy storage shelf.

Storage
shelf

Rocking

Mattress size: 36.5 x 80.5cm
External size: L100 x D42 x H95 (maximum height)
Meets Safety standards BS EN 1130 & BS EN 1466. Made using quality
sustainable Beech wood low in VOC’s & formaldehyde emission free

No need for a Moses basket

Easy transition to your baby’s nursery

#snuzpod
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Cot, Crib or
Moses Basket

‘I find it incredibly
reassuring that I can
see her as she sleeps,
even with the side
zipped up, because
the mesh material
allows me a really
clear view of her.’

Sophia, Tattooed
Tealady blog,
Willow’s mama
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Best
Crib

Best Sleep
Solution

Best Cot
Design

‘The SnüzPod2®
might actually be
the world’s best
invention by the way.’

Greg Rutherford,
Olympic athlete
& Milo’s dad

‘The design of the
SnüzPod2® is stunning
and so functional
with the large storage
space underneath for
blankets or changing
bits. It feels incredibly
safe and sturdy.’

Milly, Pearls and
Poodles blog,
Florence’s mum

A SnüzPod2®
to match your style

blush

dove grey

putty

espresso

eco-white

natural

sherbet

What’s your favourite?

Accessorise your SnüzPod2®

Printed bedding for every
little personality.

Your SnüzPod2® essentials
Waterproof Mattress Protector

SnüzPod2® Storage Pocket

This luxury cotton mattress
protector provides both comfort
and protection. A waterproof layer is
sandwiched between 100% cotton,
for a super soft and absorbent
surface that is 100% waterproof.

This handy Pocket holds all the
essentials you and your baby
need during the night, and all
within an arm’s reach.

See in store
Waterproof Mattress Protector

Ideas for happy sleep

Find a local stockist

snuz.co.uk

